We have started talking about the water cycle. Students learned about precipitation, condensation, transpiration, evaporation, percolation, and runoff. To help the students remember the different stages they created a bracelet using different colored beads to stand for each process. The students had a writing prompt about someone they consider a hero. It was nice to see that a lot of the students consider their family members to be their hero. We are continuing to read the novel *Loser*. The students have been working on vocabulary words from the story. Part of our work this week was helping to prepare for our camping trip. Students had input on some of the food we will be serving, came up with the tent groups and car groups, practiced setting up their tent, and signed up to cook and clean up after a meal. Very exciting times!

**Important!!**

Please make sure you have filled out the online waiver for the camping trip.

https://waivermaster.com/sign.html?q=DGINNIESPRINGS

Thank you to the Zinkhan family for donating drinks to our school store and to Vallerie for helping to check our Vocabulary books.